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Hell Hath No Fury 3 is the third entry in the Hell Hath No Fury series. This one starts out with eight

stories of women who have murdered their partners (husbands, boyfriends or significant others). It

also tells 25 stories of women who have murdered their children. These 25 stories were originally

published in Hell 2.5 which has since been unpublished. Many of the high profile cases were

covered in the first two books in the series. Hell 3 holds many cases that may not have made

national headlines but are no less chilling than the headline grabbers.The book closes with two

stories from what we might call the lighter side of hell.
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Most of these women's stories were new to me and I am an avid serial killer/true crime

reader-program watcher. I pretty much eat it all up! I was pleasantly surprised with this book series.

I usually re-read many of the same stories in these compilations but the stories in this book were

fresh and new to me.The stories are not long but I prefer that with these type of books. Little



bite-sized chunks that give me the basics to research these stories further.I am far from perfect

when it comes to spelling, grammar, etc. but I took off a star for the spelling, grammatical, etc.

errors. One story comes to mind where the author writes about the wife calling her husband about

her daughter but instead of writing the daughters name he wrote the wife's name again. I knew what

he meant but it is just little things that could be fixed.All in all I am a fan and I will read more this

author has to offer.

I have read all three books in this collection. Each book deals with different women and their lives.

Why they did what they did, I can only wonder. From a psychological perspective, it really looked

into their pasts and some of my questions were answered, regarding why they murdered the people

closet to them.

I read an earlier version of this true crime and really enjoyed it. The main reason for this is that I

hadn't read or heard about most of these true crimes before. That's quite a feat as I read a lot of

true crime. And the author writes the stories well, very clear what happened, the characters of the

people involved, engaging writing, etc.I'm looking forward to a Hell Hath No Fury 4.

Great read , but some woman should have never had children, my heart goes out the the children

and the families, do not understand how you could hurt your own children, sad sad sad and omg the

women who tortured their babies, I hope they see bad stuff in prison, !!!!!!

This volume contains brief descriptions of 25 mean women who brought death to a partner or

children. How a mother can be so brutal to a child is something I will never understand.I had

previously read about only two or three of these, so it was interesting reading. There are about 80

errors.

This is my first Hell Hath no Fury, and I started with the 3rd one. It's flat - not much substance and

the spelling is atrocious. For example, the first story of "evil from down under", and the first sentence

as Author's note: "We often HERE about the bad childhoods, etc." HERE and HEAR have two

meanings, and I know that the Author meant HEAR. Anyway, it's pretty much downhill from there.

I like the book it has a lot of different stories in it. well worth the money it cost.
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